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ENERGY

TRANSFORMATION
Self-consumption, achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) using public policies, regional cooperation and
ﬁnancing are the key pillars of energy transformation in Latin
America. In this study, we detail the progress, opportunities
and challenges that the governments and societies of
Mexico, Brazil, Colombia and Chile still face.
We made digital observations on how the key topics of the
Energy Transformation category behaved, based on
mentions and conversations on social media and
publications in oﬃcial sources from National and Local
Governments and Oﬃcial Associations; in addition to
observing trends and search volumes in each country,
through the use of the world´s main search engine, Google.
This study seeks to help identify opportunities for
investment in both the public and private sectors of the
region.
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RENEWABLE ENERGIES
THE WORLD

1
2
3

221 GW

LATAM Capacity

9%

Global share

World investment in renewable energy in 2018
288.9 billion dollars, including power plants.

8.9 GW
4.0%

Increase
World growth

IRENA (2020) Renewable capacity highlights. Figure 1.
www.irena.org/publication/2020

More investments are being made
in photovoltaic and wind power.

Latin America is a region that stands out
in photovoltaic energy investment and
several countries are rapidly expanding
annual installations thanks to the
abundance of solar resources and the
favorable political climate. The main
country in the region is Mexico and it
ranks in the top 10 countries worldwide
adding more than 2.7 GW in 2018 and
increasing its total capacity 5 times to
almost 3.4 GW.

These developing economies represent 53% of
the total investment in renewable energy.

SHARES OF TOP 10 COUNTRIES
AND REST OF WORLD, 2018

China

11%

LATIN AMERICA
TOTAL CAPACITY OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY 2018 / 2019

United States

7%

Japan

15%

Australia
Germany
Mexico
Republic of Korea
Turkey
The Netherlands

4%
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3%
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Energy capacity in MW

45%
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13%

Rest of World

Note: Totals do not add up due to rounding.

REN21. (2019). Solar PV Global Capacity Additions, Shares of Top 10
Countries and Rest of World, 2018. Figure 2. www.ren21.net
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IRENA. (2020). Renewable capacity statistics 2020. Figure 3.
(Source: Own elaboration).
www.irena.org/publication/2020
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WHAT ARE THE GOVERNMENTS
OF THE REGION PURSUING?
Using our web monitoring intelligence tools, we tracked oﬃcial government sources, International Organizations and
the main sources of news specialized in energy transformation, for the period of August 2019 - August 2020.
The countries selected in Latin America are the ones with the highest capacity and advances in energy transformation.
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico.

ARGENTINA – Main topics
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND INTEGRATION

39%

DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT FLOWS

25%

POLICIES AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Support for renewable projects to increase the capacity and energy matrix
for the region.
Increase in financing, especially for wind farms.
Improvement in the clarity of the regulatory framework for energy transformation
policies, especially for companies that are in charge of large energy projects.
Search for ways to lessen dependence on fossil fuels.

22%
TECHNOLOGICAL RENOVATION

9%

CLEAN ENERGY INITATIVES

4%

MEXICO – Main topics
DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESMENT FLOWS

49%

CLEAN ENERGY
INITIATIVE

18%
15
11

POLICIES AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
%

TECHNOLOGICAL
RENOVATION

%

8%

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND INTEGRATION

Investment in large-scale photovoltaic and wind energy projects.
Designing a sustainable and profitable route of non-dependence on fossil fuels.
Search for business models and technology to produce energy using the ocean.
Balancing public policies and regulatory agreements between rigidity and range
of action.
Plans to comply with the SDGs, the Paris Pact and the 2030 Agenda on
renewable resources.
Need for projects and investment for the interconnection of energy systems.

COLOMBIA – Main topics
DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT FLOWS

35%

CLEAN ENERGY
INITATIVES

30 %

19 %
8%
8%

TECHNOLOGICAL
RENOVATION
POLICIES AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Investment in energy generation projects through hydroelectric plants.
Search for public-private partnerships to explore other forms of energy generation
with renewable resources.
Initiatives to decarbonize energy generation.
Changes in regulatory frameworks to favor photovoltaic plant projects.
Search for projects that increase access to renewable energy in
isolated populations.
Projects for photovoltaic panel plants and energy biomass production. The latter
especially handled by private companies with large productions plants.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND INTEGRATION

CHILE – Main topics
DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT FLOWS

47 %

Tax benefits for foreign investment to increase its energy
capacity in renewable sources.
Search for projects that use the country’s geographic
favorability to improve efficiency and balance between
renewable and non-renewable sources.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND INTEGRATION

19 %
16 %
10 %
8%

Ministry of Energy plan of non-dependence on fossil
fuels by 2050.

POLICIES AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Leading role in the region with the development of
policies and regulations that favor energy transformation.

TECHNOLOGICAL RENOVATION

Investment priority in the development and implementa
tion of wind and solar energy.

CLEAN ENERGY INITATIVES

ENERGY TRANSFORMATION

BRAZIL – Main topics
POLICIES AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

38 %

Public policies and financial incentives for companies that increase the use of
renewable energy.
Prioritization on increasing the capacity of hydroelectric and wind energy.

31 %

CLEAN ENERGY INITATIVES
DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT FLOWS

13 %

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND INTEGRATION

13 %

Reductions in taxes on imported equipment, especially for the segment of
photovoltaic energy.
Tax incentives and expansion of credit lines for renewable energy.
Technical conversations about the necessary equipment for wind farms and
photovoltaic plants.
Execution of projects for the generation of biomass and water energy.

TECHNOLOGICAL RENOVATION

5%

SO, WHAT DO THE CITIZENS SAY?
Through social listening, we extract conversation topics from citizens regarding the
green economy and clean manufacturing in their countries. This is how we interpreted
the tone of the conversations and the most relevant topics.
Sentiment share of conversations, August 2019 - August 2020.
17.42%

14.35%

24.21%

54.68%

40.25%

Volume of conversations:
10,265.
Figure 9. Own source.

68.14%

68.24%

Positive

Neutral

Negative

14.23%

23.53%

Volume of conversations:
16,171.
Figure 13. Own source.

62.24%

Positive

In Argentina, talks remain neutral. However, in the most recent
interactions it is possible to recognize the concerns of the people
about the reduction of the renewable energy plan and its
contribution towards climate change, since the contribution of the
energy matrix recently went from 25% to 21% for the Agenda 2030
scenario.

Neutral

The conversations from people in Mexico currently show a
share of negative neutral sentiment due to the fact that, in the last
month July - August 2020, Mexicans have been in disagreement
with the Government, which has begun the creation of a new
environmental economic policy that seems to go against
renewables. The citizens have described it as a serious setback for
the country.

Negative

6.66%
17.26%

Volume of conversations:
9,489 .
Figure 12. Own source.

76.08%

Positive

Neutral

In Colombia, energy transformation is a topic of conversation
within government. Citizens maintain a neutral and less positive
position than the two previous countries. There are no opinions with
high levels of inﬂuence about transformation, but instead about the
social impact of environmental initiatives in general and news of
interest about renewable envergy.

Negative
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3.56%

24.16%

Volume of conversations:
6,285.
Figure 11. Own source.

Chileans maintain a positive neutral position when talking about

energy transformation. Reactions are positive when news of the
installation of plants is broadcasted or an increase in the country's
renewable energy matrix is reported.

72.28%

Positive

Neutral

14.69%

Negative

26.03%

Volume of conversations:
9,489 .
Figure 12. Own source.

In Brazil, talks are in a positive neutral position. The conversation
topics become more inﬂuential when talking about government
responses to investment eﬀorts and public decrees for energy
distribution companies.

59.28%

Positive

Neutral

Negative

AND WHAT ARE THEY LOOKING FOR
IN REGARD TO ENERGY TRANSFORMATION?
We obtained search engine data related to energy transformation in each of these countries.
Keywords deﬁned the main search categories, which allowed for the visualizing and
composition of the queries, identifying which of these were the most frequently registered on
the Internet.
Around 4,000 monthly searches in these countries are in the category of demand for photovoltaic equipment,
denoting as main terms: solar panels and cells, installations, and air conditioners.
In queries about energy, the main topics are related to installation and costs of panels, solar energy systems
other than panels such as oﬀ-grid and on-grid energy. This represents a good opportunity to enter or expand
participation in these markets by educating the population about these topics.
For companies, which are the least searched category in Chile and Brazil for example, no queries are made for
speciﬁc names of energy transformation companies, while in Colombia people are looking for ESWINDOWS and
in Mexico for CFE. In this category, there is a high number of people searching “solar energy companies”,
representing around 15,000 searches in the four countries. This trend shows a strategic opportunity for
companies, bringing them closer to positioning their supply through digital channels.
In Argentina, one of the most searched companies is FIASA. Solar panels are sought out especially for swimming
pools and motorhomes with around 12,500 searches. Other types of energies associated with energy
transformation are passive solar energy and wind energy.
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Monthly searches

Search trends compared by keywords, from July 2019 to July 2020. Google Trends.

2%

28%
70%
18 ago. 2019

29 dic. 2019

Wind energy
Solar panels

Figure 16. Own elaboration.

Photovoltaic energy companies
Queries about energy
Demand of photovoltaic
equipment

10 may. 2020

Renewable energy

94,490 total searches

Biomass

Hydroelectric power

In Mexico, searches are

5%

398,760 total searches
Figure 14. Own elaboration.
39%

18 ago. 2019

56%

29 dic. 2019

Wind energy
Solar panels

10 may. 2020

Renewable energy

Photovoltaic energy
companies
Queries about energy
Demand of photovoltaic
equipment

Biomass

Hydroelectric power

6%

123,720 total searches
Figure 14. Own elaboration.
33%

61%
18 ago. 2019

29 dic. 2019

Wind energy
Solar panels

10 may. 2020

Renewable energy

Photovoltaic energy
companies
Queries about energy
Demand of photovoltaic
equipment

Biomass

Hydroelectric power

3%

76,450 total searches

Figure 13. Own elaboration.
36%
61%
18 ago. 2019

29 dic. 2019

Wind energy
Solar panels

10 may. 2020

Renewable energy

Biomass

Photovoltaic energy
companies
Queries about energy
Demand of equipment

Hydroelectric power

13%

11%

353,210 total searches
Figure 15. Own elaboration.

18 ago. 2019

27%
42%
29 dic. 2019

Wind energy
Solar panels

10 may. 2020

Renewable energy

Biomass

Hydroelectric power

In Argentina, searches for
wind energy are associated with
searches for diﬀerent types of energy,
including nuclear power. In the case
of renewable energy and biomass,
searches are made to try and
understand the deﬁnition of their
concepts. In the case of solar panels,
queries are made to ﬁnd out the
prices of solar panels for homes and
how they should be installed.

7%

Photovoltaic energy
companies
Queries about energy
Demand of equipment
Demand of photovoltaic
equipment
Photovoltaic energy
systems

targeted towards concepts such as
the generation of clean energy at
home, homemade solar equipment
and to large scale hydroelectric
plant projects. Interest for guided
tours to solar power plants is also
signiﬁcant in the searches. Finally, in
the case of solar panels, inquiries
are concentrated in Veracruz,
Mérida with an emphasis on prices
and equipment duration.

The trending search for terms
associated with energy

transformation in Colombia
continues to be for solar panels and
also signiﬁcantly, wind power. The
demand for solar panels is higher in
Cali, Bogotá and Medellín with an
emphasis on its prices and where to
buy them.

In the region, Chile is the country
with the highest concentrations of
searches on the disadvantages of
clean energy, mainly wind power. In
the case of solar panels, there is an
increased interest in searching
about the equipment, its home use,
trying to understand installation,
and prices.

Brazil, as opposed to the rest of
the region, has a signiﬁcantly higher
number of searches associated with
Biomass, with queries focusing on
the beneﬁts of the production of
this renewable energy for the
environment.
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MAIN OPPORTUNITIES

FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE AND ENTREPRENEURS

There are large solar
There is a virtually
and wind energy
unexplored path to
installation projects, both at
tidal energy
the national and at the
production.
sub-regional level in
almost all countries.

YOU CAN SEE
OTHER STUDIES IN
LATIN AMERICA ON:

ABOUT
RUBICA

End consumers are
highly interested in
solar energy and
in energy generated
with biomass.

Clean
Manufacturing

Governments are still
All of the countries
unclear on how to
have or are improving
design a sustainable
tax incentives
and achievable route
for companies
to reduce their
that help improve the
dependence on
eﬃciency of current
non-renewable
systems or the
energy.
production of clean energy.

Infraestructure and
Eco-eﬃciency

Sustainable
Agriculture

For over 10 years, RUBICA has formed strategic partnerships with a
multitude of companies worldwide that are looking to become part of
the Latin American digital market. Applying a unique model of
co-creation and knowledge transfer, RUBICA converts ideas into
results with their experienced team of consultants in digital marketing
strategy, communication, business development and innovation,
entrepreneurship, big data and intelligent business practices.
For more info, go to www.rubica.net
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Big Data and Business Intelligence

Senior Digital Strategist

Senior Consultant
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